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Q.1 What is cryptography?   

 

Ans. Cryptographic systems are generally classified along 3 independent dimensions: 

 

   Type of operations used for transforming plain text to cipher text 

 

All the encryption algorithms are based on two general principles: substitution, in which each 

element in the plaintext is mapped into another element, and transposition, in which elements 

in the plaintext are rearranged. 

 

    The number of keys used are: 

 

1. If the sender and receiver uses same key then it is said to be symmetric key (or) single 

key (or) conventional encryption. 

 

2. If the sender and receiver use different keys then it is said to be public key encryption. 

 

 

Q.2 Explain the Cryptanalysis? 

 

Ans. The process of attempting to discover X or K or both is known as cryptanalysis. The 

strategy used by the cryptanalysis depends on the nature of the encryption scheme and the 

information available to the cryptanalyst. 

 

Q.3 Write down  the  various types of cryptanalytic attacks? 

 

Ans. There are various types of cryptanalytic attacks based on the amount of information 

known to the cryptanalyst. 

  

1. Cipher Text Only – A copy of cipher text alone is known to the cryptanalyst. 

 

2. Known Plaintext – The cryptanalyst has a copy of the cipher text and the corresponding 

plaintext. 

 

3. Chosen Plaintext – The cryptanalysts gains temporary access to the encryption machine. 

They cannot open it to find the key, however; they can encrypt a large number of suitably 

chosen plaintexts and try to use the resulting cipher texts to deduce the key. 

 

4. Chosen Cipher Text – The cryptanalyst obtains temporary access to the decryption 

machine, uses it to decrypt several string of symbols, and tries to use the results to deduce 

the key. 
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Q4.What is security? 

 

Ans. Security is state of being secure—to be free from danger. 

 

1. Computer Security-generic name for the collection of tools designed to protect data and 

to thwart hackers 

2. Network Security-measures to protect data during their transmission 

3. Internet Security-measures to protect data during their transmission over a collection of 

interconnected networks. 

 

Q.5  What are the key principles of security? 

 

Ans.  Key properties of security: To protect the data during transmission across the networks 

1. Authentication  

2. Confidentiality  

3. Integrity  

4. Access control 

 

 Q.6  What are Active Attacks?  

 

Ans. An active attack attempts to alter system resources or affect their operation. Active attacks 

involve some modification of the data stream or the creation of a false stream. 

It can be subdivided into four categories.  

(i) Masquerade  

(ii)  Replay  

(iii) Modification of messages  

(iv) Denial of Service(DoS) 

Q7. What are Passive Attacks?  

 

Ans A passive attack attempts to learn or make use of information from the system but does not 

affect system resources. 

 

Two types of passive attacks are  

(i) Release of message contents  

(ii) Traffic Analysis 

Q8. Explain in detail the concept of active and passive attack with example? 

 

Ans. Passive Attacks:  

 A passive attack attempts to learn or make use of information from the system but does 

not affect system resources. 
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 A passive attack, in computing security, is an attack characterized by the attacker 

listening in on communication. In such an attack, the intruder/hacker does not attempt to 

break into the system or otherwise change data 

 Passive attacks are very difficult to detect, because they do not involve any alteration of 

the data.  

 Typically, the message traffic is sent and received in an apparently normal fashion, and 

neither the sender nor the receiver is aware that a third party has read the messages or 

observed the traffic pattern.  

 However, it is feasible to prevent the success of these attacks, usually by means of 

encryption.        

 

Goal: To obtain information that is being transmitted; 

Passive attacks basically mean that the attacker is eavesdropping (listen secretly to or over-hear 

private conversation) 

Two types of passive attacks are  

1. The release of message contents and  

2. Traffic analysis. 

 

1. Release of message contents: A telephone conversation, an electronic mail message, and 

a transferred file may contain sensitive or confidential information. 

 

2. Traffic analysis: By monitoring frequency and length of messages, even encrypted, 

nature of communication may be guessed. 

Active attack:  An active attack attempts to alter system resources or affect their operation. 

Active attacks involve some modification of the data stream or the creation of a false stream. 

         

Active attacks can be subdivided into four categories:  

1. Masquerade, 

2. Replay, 

3. Modification Of Messages 

4. Denial Of Service. 

 

1. A masquerade takes place when one entity pretends to be a different entity . A 

masquerade attack usually includes one of the other forms of active attack.  

 

2. Replay involves the passive capture of a data unit and its subsequent retransmission to 

produce an unauthorized effect. 

                            

3. Modification of messages simply means that some portion of a legitimate message is 

altered, or that messages are delayed or reordered, to produce an unauthorized effect. 
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4. The denial of service prevents or inhibits the normal use or management of 

communications facilities. This attack may have a specific target. 

 

Q.9 What is meant by Denial of Service (DoS)?  

 

Ans. The denial of service(DoS) is an active attack that prevents or inhibits the normal use or 

management of communications facilities. This attack may have a specific target, for example, 

an entity may suppress all messages directed to a particular destination. Another form of service 

denial is the disruption of an entire network either by disabling the network or by overloading it 

with messages so as to degrade performance. 

 

Q.10 What is Brute-force attack?  

 

Ans. The attacker tries every possible key on a piece of cipher text until an intelligible 

translation into plain text is obtained. On average, half of possible keys must be tried to achieve 

success. It is a trial and error method used by application programs to decode encrypted data or 

keys through exhaustive effort rather than employing intellectual strategies. 

 

Q.11 Explain all security services? 

 

Ans.  Security services are: 

 

1.  Authentication: The assurance that the communicating entity is the one that it claims to 

be. 

   

 Peer Entity Authentication 

 Data-Origin Authentication 

 

2. Access control: The prevention of unauthorized use of a resource  

 

3. Data confidentiality: The protection of data from unauthorized disclosure.  

 

 Connection Confidentiality   

 Connectionless  Confidentiality 

 Selective-Field Confidentiality  

 Traffic-Flow Confidentiality  

  

4. Data integrity: The  assurance  that  data  received  are  exactly  as  sent  by  an  

authorized  entity  (i.e.,  contain  no modification, insertion, deletion, or replay). 

 

 Connection Integrity with Recovery   

 Connection Integrity without Recovery 

 Selective-Field Connection Integrity   

 Connectionless Integrity   
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 Selective-Field Connectionless Integrity   

 

5. Nonrepudiation: Provides protection against denial by one of the entities involved in a 

communication of having participated in all or part of the communication  

      

 Nonrepudiation, Origin   

 Nonrepudiation, Destination   

 

Q.12 Explain the Service attacks? 

 

Ans.  There are four general categories of attack which are listed below. 

 

1. Interruption :An asset of the system is destroyed or becomes unavailable or unusable. This 

is an attack on availability e.g., destruction of piece of hardware, cutting of a 

communication line or disabling of file management system. 

 

2. Interception: An unauthorized party gains access to an asset. This is an attack on 

confidentiality. Unauthorized party could be a person, a program or a computer.eg., wire 

tapping to capture data in the network, illicit copying of files 

 

3. Modification: An unauthorized party not only gains access to but tampers with an asset. 

This is an attack on integrity. e.g., changing values in data file, altering a program, 

modifying the contents of messages being transmitted in a network. 

 

4. Fabrication: An unauthorized party inserts counterfeit objects into the system. This is an 

attack on authenticity. 

     e.g., Insertion of spurious message in a network or addition of records to a file. 

 

Q.13  Define confidentiality and authentication ? 

 

Ans. Confidentiality: It means how to maintain the secrecy of message. It ensures that the 

information in a computer system and transmitted information are accessible only for reading by 

authorized person. 

 

 Authentication: It helps to prove that the source entity only has involved the transaction 

 

Q 14. Define integrity and non repudiation?  

 

Ans. Data Integrity: As with confidentiality, integrity can apply to a stream of messages, a 

single message, or selected fields within a message. Again, the most useful and straightforward 

approach is total stream protection. 
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Nonrepudiation:  Nonrepudiation prevents either sender or receiver from denying a 

transmitted message. Thus, when a message is sent, the receiver can prove that the alleged sender 

in fact sent the message. 

Q15. Show the relationship between the following: 

1. Security services and security attack 

2. Security mechanism and security attack 

 

Ans. Relationship between the security services and security attack : 

 

 

 Release of 

message 

contents 

Traffic 

analysis 

Masquerade Replay Modification 

of messages 

Denial 

of 

service 

Peer entity 

authentication 

  Y    

Data origin 

authentication 

  Y    

Access control   Y    

Confidentiality Y      

Traffic flow 

confidentiality 

 Y     

Data integrity    Y Y  

Non-repudiation   Y    

Availability      Y 

 

Relationship between the  security mechanism and security attack: 

 

 Release of 

message 

contents 

Traffic 

analysis 

Masquerade Replay Modification 

of messages 

Denial 

of 

service 

Encipherment Y      

Digital 

signature 

  Y Y Y  

Access control Y Y Y Y  Y 

Data integrity    Y Y  

Authentication 

exchange 

Y  Y Y  Y 

Traffic padding  Y     

Routing control Y Y    Y 

Notarization   Y Y Y  
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Q.16  Explain the model for network security? 

Ans.  

 

A message is to be transferred from one party to another across some sort of Internet service.  

The two parties, who are the principals in this transaction, must cooperate for the exchange to take 

place.  

 A logical information channel is established by defining a route through the Internet from source to 

destination and by the cooperative use of communication protocols (e.g., TCP/IP) by the two 

principals 

All the techniques for providing security have two components: 

 A security-related transformation on the information to be sent.  

Examples: encryption of the message, addition of a code based on the contents   

 Some secret information shared by the two principals, unknown to the opponent o 

Example: encryption key used in conjunction with the transformation   

  

 A trusted third party may be needed to achieve secure transmission. 

 

For distributing the secret information to the two principals to arbitrate disputes between the two 

principals concerning the authenticity of a message transmission. 

 

Four basic tasks in designing a particular security service: 
 

 Design an algorithm for performing the security-related transformation such that an 

opponent cannot defeat its purpose. 

 

 Generate the secret information to be used with the algorithm. 

 

 Develop methods for the distribution and sharing of the secret information. 

 

 Specify a protocol to be used by the two principals that makes use of the security 

algorithm and the secret information to achieve a particular security service  

 

Q.17 Define the term symmetric encryption in detail with the help of block diagram. 

 

Ans.  Symmetric encryption is a form of cryptosystem in which encryption and decryption are 

performed using the same key. It is also known as conventional encryption. Symmetric 

encryption, also referred to as conventional encryption or single-key encryption. 

 

 Symmetric encryption transforms plaintext into ciphertext using a secret key and an 

encryption algorithm. Using the same key and a decryption algorithm, the plaintext is 

recovered from the ciphertex 
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 The two types of attack on an encryption algorithm are cryptanalysis, based on properties 

of the encryption algorithm, and brute-force, which involves trying all possible keys. 

 

 Traditional symmetric ciphers use substitution and/or transposition techniques. 

Substitution techniques map plaintext elements (characters, bits) into ciphertext elements. 

Transposition techniques systematically transpose the positions of plaintext elements. 

 

     

   

Q.18 Compare Substitution and Transposition techniques. 
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Ans. Substitution :A substitution techniques is one in which the letters of plaintext are replaced 

by other letter or by number or symbols. Eg: Caeser cipher. 

 

Transposition : It means, different kind of mapping is achieved by performing some sort of 

permutation on the plaintext letters. Eg: DES, AES. 

Q.19 Explain Substitution Technique? 

 

Ans. Substitution ciphers encrypt plaintext by changing the plaintext one piece at a time. 

 

Q.20 Explain Caesar Cipher? 

 

Ans. The earliest known use of a substitution cipher and the simplest was by Julius Caesar. The 

Caesar cipher involves replacing each letter of the alphabet with the letter standing 3 places 

further down the alphabet. 

e.g., plain text : pay more money 

Cipher text: SDB PRUH PRQHB 

 

Note that the alphabet is wrapped around, so that letter following „z‟ is „a‟. 

 

For each plaintext letter p, substitute the cipher text letter c such that 

 

C = E(p) = (p+3) mod 26 

 

A shift may be any amount, so that general Caesar 

algorithm is C = E (p) = (p+k) mod 26 

 

Where k takes on a value in the range 1 to 25. The decryption algorithm is simply 

P = D(C) = (C-k) mod 26 

 

Q.21 Decrypt the cipher text “PHHW PH” by using Caesar Cipher(p=D(3,C)). 

 

Ans.  Cipher Text(C)= “PHHW PH” 

 

 
 

p = D(k, C) 

 P = (C - k) mod 26 key = 3  
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C = (C - 3) mod 26 

 Plain Text is “meet me” 

 

Q.22 Encrypt the plain text “attack postponed” using Caesar Cipher(C=E(5,p)). 

 

Ans.  Plain text(p)=“attack postponed”  

C = E(k, p) = (p + k) mod 26 

 key = 5  

C = (p + 5) mod 26 

 

 
 

Cipher Text : FYYFHP UTXYUTSJI 

 

Q.23 Explain Monoalphabetic and Polyalphabetic Cipher. 

 

Ans. Monoalphabetic cipher is a substitution cipher in which for a given key, the cipher 

alphabet for each plain alphabet is fixed throughout the encryption process. For example, if ‘A’ 

is encrypted as ‘D’, for any number of occurrence in that plaintext, ‘A’ will always get encrypted 

to ‘D’. 

All of the substitution ciphers we have discussed earlier in this chapter are monoalphabetic; 

these ciphers are highly susceptible to cryptanalysis. 

Polyalphabetic Cipher is a substitution cipher in which the cipher alphabet for the plain 

alphabet may be different at different places during the encryption process. The next two 

examples, playfair and Vigenere Cipher are polyalphabetic ciphers. 

 

Q.24 Explain the technique of  playfair cipher. 

 

Ans.In playfair cipher, initially a key table is created. The key table is a 5×5 grid of alphabets 

that acts as the key for encrypting the plaintext.  

 

 Each of the 25 alphabets must be unique and one letter of the alphabet (usually J) is 

omitted from the table as we need only 25 alphabets instead of 26. If the plaintext 

contains J, then it is replaced by I. 
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The rules are: 

 If both letters are in the same column, take the letter below each one (going back to the 

top if at the bottom) 

 If both letters are in the same row, take the letter to the right of each one (going back to 

the left if at the farthest right) 

 If neither of the preceding two rules are true, form a rectangle with the two letters and 

take the letters on the horizontal opposite corner of the rectangle 

 

Q.25    The Hill Cipher uses the following key for enciphering the message.  

 K= 
𝟕 𝟖
𝟏𝟏 𝟏𝟏

 

 Obtain the decryption key used for deciphering the cipher text. 

 

Ans. Find the inverse of the key matrix, we perform the calculation below, where K is the key 

matrix, d is the determinant of the key matrix and adj(K) is the adjugate matrix of K. 

  
 

Step 1 - Find the Multiplicative Inverse of the Determinant 

 

 
Once we have found this value, we need to take the number modulo 26. Below is the way to 

calculate the determinant for our example. 

 

 
 

If d is the determinant, then we are looking for the inverse of d. 

 
 

The multiplicative inverse is the number we multiply 15 by to get 1 modulo 26. 

 
Step 2 - Find the Adjugate Matrix 

 

 
Multiplying the multiplicative inverse of the determinant by the adjugate to get the inverse 

key matrix. 
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Q.26 Encrypt the message "meet me at the usual place at ten rather than eight oclock" 

using the Hill cipher with the key.  
𝟗 𝟒
𝟓 𝟕

 

Show the calculations for the corresponding decryption of the ciphertext to recover the 

original plaintext. 

 

Ans. We need an even number of letters, so append a "q" to the end of the message. Then 

convert the letters into the corresponding alphabetic positions: 

 

M e e t m e a t t h e u s u a l 

13 5 5 20 13 5 1 20 20 8 5 21 19 21 1 12 

P l a c e a t t e n r a t h e r 

16 12 1 3 5 1 20 20 5 14 18 1 20 8 5 18 

T h a n e i g h t o c l o c k q 

20 8 1 14 5 9 7 8 20 15 3 12 15 3 11 17 

 

The calculations proceed two letters at a time. The first pair: 

 



C1

C2











9 4

5 7










13

5









mod26 

137

100









mod26 

7

22











 
 

The first two ciphertext characters are alphabetic positions 7 and 22, which correspond to GV.  

 

 

The complete ciphertext: 

 

GVUIGVKODZYPUHEKJHUZWFZFWSJSDZMUDZMYCJQMFWWUQRKR 

 

We first perform a matrix inversion. Note that the determinate of the encryption matrix is (9  7) 

– (4  5) = 43. Using the matrix inversion formula from the book: 
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9 4

5 7











1


1

43

7 4

5 9









mod26  23

7 4

5 9









mod26 

161 92

115 9









mod26 

5 12

15 25











 

 

Here we used the fact that (43)–1 = 23 in Z26. Once the inverse matrix has been determined, 

decryption can proceed source. 

Q.27 Explain Vigenere Cipher? 

 

Ans. This scheme of cipher uses a text string (say, a word) as a key, which is then used for 

doing a number of shifts on the plaintext. 

For example, let’s assume the key is ‘point’. Each alphabet of the key is converted to its 

respective numeric value: In this case, 

p → 16, o → 15, i → 9, n → 14, and t → 20. 

Thus, the key is: 16 15 9 14 20. 

Process of Vigenere Cipher 

 The sender and the receiver decide on a key. Say ‘point’ is the key. Numeric 

representation of this key is ‘16 15 9 14 20’.The sender wants to encrypt the message, 

say ‘attack from south east’. He will arrange plaintext and numeric key as follows – 

 

 He now shifts each plaintext alphabet by the number written below it to create ciphertext 

as shown below − 

 

 Here, each plaintext character has been shifted by a different amount – and that amount 

is determined by the key. The key must be less than or equal to the size of the message. 

 For decryption, the receiver uses the same key and shifts received ciphertext in reverse 

order to obtain the plaintext. 

Q.21 What is Transposition Cipher?  

 

Ans.In cryptography, a transposition cipher is a method of encryption by which the positions 

held by units of plain text are shifted according to a regular system, so that the cipher text 

constitutes a permutation of the plain text.  
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Q.22 Explain the concept of Row Transposition cipher? 

 

Ans.  A more complex scheme is to write the message in a rectangle, row by row, and read the 

message off, column by column, but permute the order of the columns. The order of columns 

then becomes the key of the algorithm.  

Eg. Plain Text is “meet at the school house” 

 

    Key is 4312567 

 

 

 

 

Cipher Text : ESOTCUEEHMHLAHSTOETO 

 

Q.23 Discuss encryption key in a permutation ciper is (3,7,2,6,1,8,5,4). Find the decryption 

key. 

 

Ans.   

Serial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Encryption Key 3 7 2 6 1 8 5 4 

Decryption Key 5 3 1 8 7 4 2 6 

 

Decryption key will be : “53187426” 

 

Q.24 Given the encryption key in a transposition cipher is (2,6,3,1,4,8,5,7) optaion the 

decryption key. 

 

Ans.   

Serial 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Encryption Key 2 6 3 1 4 8 5 7 

Decryption Key 4 1 3 5 7 2 8 6 

 

Decryption key will be :  “41357286” 

 

Q.25 Using Row Transposition technique &, given key as "2 5 4 1 3" generate the Cipher 

Text for the following plain text "a convenient way to express the transposition. 

 

Ans.  .   Let K=5 

Row 1 A E W E S T P I 

Row 2 C N A X S R O O 

4 3 1 2 5 6 7 

M E E T A T T 

H E S C H O O 

L H O U S E  
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Row 3 O I Y P T A S N 

Row 4 N E T R H N I  

Row 5 V T O E E S T  

 

Cipher Text :   

Row 2 Row 5 Row 4 Row 1 Row 3 

CNAXSROO VTOEEST NETRHNI AEWESTPI OIYPTASN 

 

 CNAXSROO VTOEEST NETRHNI AEWESTPI OIYPTASN 

 

Q.26 Using Playfair technique, encrypt the following message "hide the gold in the tree 

stump"' using the key - " playfair ". 

 

Ans.  Step 1: Fill the matrix 5*5 

 

                        
 

Step 2: Split the plaintext into digraphs. 

 

 
 

Step 3:  Remove any digraphs made from two of the same letter. 

 

 
 

Step 4: 
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Step 5: The cipher text as a long string "BMODZBXDNABEKUDMUIXMMOUVIF" 

 

Q.27 What is the difference between Shift Rows and Rot Word? 

 

Ans. Shift Rows: Shift Row is simple permutation. It shifts the rows circularly left or right. 

 

Rot Word:Rot word performs a one-byte circular left shift on a word. This means that an 

input word [b0,b1,b2,b3] is transformed into [b1,b2,b3,b0]. 

 

Q.28 What is the advantage and disadvantage of one-time pad? 
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Ans.The main disadvantage of encryption with the one-time pad is that it requires a pad of the 

same length as the message to be encrypted. Since each pad can only be used once, this means 

that it is necessary to share a pad of the same length as the message to be as the message to be 

shared. 

The main advantage of the one-time pad is that it is completely unbreakable if the one-time pad 

is random and only used once. Since it is equally probable that each bit of the one-time pad is a 

one or a zero, a zero or one in the ciphertext has equal probability of being a zero,or one in the 

plain text. 

Q.29 Differentiate symmetric and asymmetric encryption?  

 

Ans. Symmetric :It is a form of cryptosystem in which encryption and decryption performed 

using the same key. Eg: DES, AES  

 

Asymmetric: It is a form of cryptosystem in which encryption and decryption Performed using 

two keys. Eg: RSA 

 

Q.30 What do you mean by Steganography? 

 

Ans. A plaintext message may be hidden in any one of the two ways. The methods of 

steganography conceal the existence of the message, whereas the methods of cryptography 

render the message unintelligible to outsiders by various transformations of the text. 

 

A simple form of steganography, but one that is time consuming to construct is one in which an 

arrangement of words or letters within an apparently innocuous text spells out the real message. 

 

e.g., (i) the sequence of first letters of each word of the overall message spells out the real 

(Hidden) message. 

 

 

Q.31 Explain the difference between block chipper and stream chipper? 

 

Ans. A block cipher processes the input and block of elements at a time, producing output block 

for each input block. 

 

  A stream cipher processes the input elements continuously, producing output element one at a 

time, as it goes along. 

 

Q.32 What is Electronic Code Book(ECB) mode?  
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Ans. The simplest mode is the electronic codebook mode, in which plain text is handled one 

block at a time and each block of plain text is encrypted using the same key. The term codebook 

is used because, for a given key, there is a unique cipher text for every b-bit block of plain text.  

 

Q.33. What is Cipher Feedback(CFB)mode?  

 

Ans. Input is processed b-bits at a time. Preceding cipher text is used as input to the encryption 

algorithm to produce pseudo random output, which is XORed with plain text to produce next 

unit of cipher text. 

 

 

Q.34 Compare all block chipper mode of operation. 

Ans.  

 

Mode Description Typical Application 

Electronic 

Codebook  

(ECB) 

Each block of 64 plaintext bits is encoded 

independently using the same key. 

Secure transmission of 

single values (e.g., an 

encryption key) 

Cipher Block 

Chaining 

(CBC) 

The input to the encryption algorithm is the XOR 

of the next 64 bits of plaintext and the preceding 

64 bits of ciphertext 

General-purpose block 

oriented 

Transmission   

Authentication 

Cipher 

Feedback 

(CFB) 

Input is processed bits at a time. Preceding 

ciphertext is used as input to the encryption 

algorithm to produce pseudorandom output, 

which is XORed with plaintext to produce next 

unit of ciphertext 

General-purpose stream 

oriented 

Transmission, 

Authentication 

Output 

Feedback 

(OFB) 

Input is processed bits at a time. Preceding 

ciphertext is used as input to the encryption 

algorithm to produce pseudorandom output, 

which is XORed with plaintext to produce next 

unit of ciphertext 

Stream-oriented 

transmission over noisy 

channel (e.g., satellite 

communication) 

Counter 

(CTR) 

Each block of plaintext is XORed with an 

encrypted counter. The counter is incremented 

for each subsequent block. 

General-purpose block 

oriented. 

Transmission. 

Useful for high-speed  

requirements 

 

Q.35  Define Diffusion & Confusion theory? 
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Ans. Diffusion: It means each plaintext digits affect the values of many ciphertext digits which 

is equivalent to each ciphertext digit is affected by many plaintext digits. It can be achieved by 

performing permutation on the data. It is the relationship between the plaintext and ciphertext.  

 

Confusion: It can be achieved by substitution algorithm. It is the relationship between ciphertext 

and key. 

 

Q.36 Explain Feistel Encryption and Decryption algorithms? 

 

Ans. The approach is to develop a block cipher with a key length of k bits and a block length of 

n bits, allowing a total of 2k possible transformations, rather than the 2n! transformations 

available with the ideal block cipher. 

 

In particular, Feistel proposed the use of a cipher that alternates substitutions and permutations, 

where these terms are defined as follows: 

 

1. Substitution: Each plaintext element or group of elements is uniquely replaced by a 

corresponding ciphertext element or group of elements. 

2. Permutation: A sequence of plaintext elements is replaced by a permutation of that 

sequence. That is, no elements are added or deleted or replaced in the sequence, rather the 

order in which the elements appear in the sequence is changed. 

 

Feistel’s is a practical application of a proposal by Claude Shannon to develop a product cipher 

that alternates confusion and diffusion functions 

 

A substitution is performed on the left half of the data. This is done by applying a round 

function F to the right half of the data and then taking the exclusive-OR of the output of that 

function and the left half of the data. The round function has the same general structure for each 

round but is parameterized by the round subkey Ki. 
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Permutation is performed that consists of the interchange of the two halves of the data. This 

structure is a particular form of the substitution-permutation network (SPN) proposed by 

Shannon.  

 

Te exact realization of a Feistel network depends on the choice of the following parameters and 

design features: 

 

1. Block size: Larger block sizes mean greater security (all other things being equal) but 

reduced encryption/decryption speed for a given algorithm. The greater security is 

achieved by greater diffusion. Traditionally, a block size of 64 bits has been considered a 

reasonable tradeoff and was nearly universal in block cipher design. However, the new 

AES uses a 128-bit block size. 

2. Key size: Larger key size means greater security but may decrease encryption/ 

decryption speed. The greater security is achieved by greater resistance to brute-force 
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attacks and greater confusion. Key sizes of 64 bits or less are now widely considered to 

be inadequate, and 128 bits has become a common size. 

3. Number of rounds: The essence of the Feistel cipher is that a single round offers 

inadequate security but that multiple rounds offer increasing security. A typical size is 16 

rounds. 

4. Subkey generation algorithm: Greater complexity in this algorithm should lead to 

greater difficulty of cryptanalysis. 

 

5. Round function F: Again, greater complexity generally means greater resistance to 

cryptanalysis. 

 

Q .37 What are the design parameters of Feistel cipher network? 

 

Ans. The design parameters of Feistel cipher network are: 

 

    1.  Block Size - Increasing size improves security, but slows cipher 

2.Key Size - Increasing size improves security, makes exhaustive key searching harder, but 

may slow cipher 

3.Number Of Rounds - Increasing number improves security, but slows cipher  

4.Subkey Generation - Greater complexity can make analysis harder, but slows 

cipher  

 5. Round Function - Greater complexity can make analysis harder, but slows 

cipher 

6. Fast Software En/Decryption & Ease Of Analysis - are more recent concerns 

for practical use and testing. 

Q.38 Explain DES algorithm with the help of block diagram. 

 

Ans.  Data Encryption Standard (DES): 

 

 DES is a Symmetric-key algorithm for the encryption of electronic data. 

 DES originated at IBM in 1977 & was adopted by the U.S Department of Defence. Now 

it is under the NIST (National Institute of Standard & Technology) 

 Data Encryption Standard (DES) is a widely-used method of data encryption using a 

private (secret) key  

 DES applies a 56-bit key to each 64-bit block of data. The process can run in several 

modes and involves 16 rounds or operations. 

 

 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/encryption
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DES  DECRYPTION: 

 

Whatever process we following in the encryption that process is used for decryption also but the 

order of key is changed on input message (cipher text). 

Reverse order of keys are K16, K15 ,……, K1. 
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Q.39 Explain the Strengths of DES?  

 

Ans. The DES is a symmetric key block cipher which takes 64bits cipher text and 56 bit key as 

an input and produce 64 bits cipher text as output.  

 The DES function is made up of P & S boxes  

 P-boxes transpose bits  

 S-boxes Substitution bits to generating the cipher text. 

 

The use of 56bits keys: 56 bit key is used in encryption, there are 256 possible keys.  

256=7.2×1016 keys, by this a brute force attack on such number of keys is impractical. A machine 

performing one DES encryption per microsecond would take more than a thousand years to 

break the cipher. 

 

The nature of algorithm: Cryptanalyst can perform cryptanalysis by exploiting the 

characteristic of DES algorithm but no one has succeeded in finding out the weakness. This is 

possible because, in DES, they using 8-substitution tables or S-boxes in each iteration & one P-

box transition for the every individual iteration. 

 

Q.40 What is the purpose of S-Boxes in DES? 

 

Ans. In cryptography, an S-Box is a basic component of Symmetric Key Algorithms which 

performs substitution. In block ciphers, they are typically used to obscure the relationship 

between the key and the cipher text. It fulfills the Shannon’s property of confusion. 

 

Q.41 . What is Meet-in-the-Middle-attack?  

 

Ans. This is a cryptanalytic attack that attempts to find a value in each of the range and domain 

of the composition of two functions such the forward mapping of one through the first function is 

the same as the inverse image of the other through the second function-quite literally meeting in 

the middle of the composed function. 

 

Q42. Explain Triple DES? 

Ans. Multiple encryption is a technique in which an encryption algorithm is used multiple times. 

In the first instance, plaintext is converted to ciphertext using the encryption algorithm. This 

ciphertext is then used as input and the algorithm is applied again. This process may be repeated 

through any number of stages. 

Q.43  What do you mean by Avalanche effect?  

 

Ans. A desirable property of any encryption algorithm is that a small change in either the plain 

text or the key should produce a significant change in the cipher text. In particular, a change in 
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one bit of the plain text or the key should produce a change in many bits of the cipher text. This 

is referred to as Avalanche effect.  

Q.44 Explain AES algorithm? 

 

Ans . The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was published by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001. 

 AES is a block cipher intended to replace DES for commercial applications. 

 It uses a 128-bit block size and a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits. 

 AES does not use a Feistel structure. Instead, each full round consists of four separate 

functions: byte substitution, permutation, arithmetic operations over a finite field, and 

XOR with a key. 

AES parameters: 

 

Key size(words/bytes/bits)  4/16/128 6/24/192 8/32/256 

Plaintext block Size 

(words/bytes/bits) 

4/16/128 4/16/128 4/16/128 

Number of rounds 10 12 14 

Round Key size (words/bytes/bits) 4/16/128 4/16/128 4/16/128 

Expanded key size (words/bytes) 44/176 52/208 60/240 

 

 

 The algorithm begins with an Add round key stage followed by 9 rounds of four stages 

and a tenth round of three stages.  

 This applies for both encryption and decryption with the exception that each stage of a 

round the decryption algorithm is the inverse of it’s counterpart in the encryption 

algorithm.  

 

The four stages are as follows: 

1. Substitute bytes 

2. Shift rows 

3. Mix Columns 

4. Add Round Key 
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Q45. Describe in brief IDEA encryption and decryption. 

Ans. IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm): 

 

1. The International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) is a symmetric block cipher 

developed by Xuejia Lai and James Massey of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. 
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2. IDEA originally called “IPES” (Improved proposed Encryption Standard). 

3. IDEA is one of a number of conventional encryption algorithms that have been proposed 

in recent years to replace DES 

4. IDEA is one of the most successful of these proposals. For example, IDEA is included in 

PGP. 

 

Details of IDEA algorithm: 

                           

 IDEA operates with 64 bit plain text and cipher text blocks and is controlled b a 128 

bit key. 

 It avoids substitution boxes & lookup tables used in the block cipher. 

 The algorithm structure has been chosen such that different key sub-blocks are used; 

the encryption process is identical to the decryption process. 

 

Encryption process in IDEA: 

 

1. The design principle behind IDEA is mixing of arithmetical operations form different 

algebraic groups. 

2. The arithmetical operations are easily implemented both in hardware and software. 

3. The underling operations are  

a. Exclusive-OR. 

b. Addition of integers modulo 216  

c. Multiplication modulo 210+1 

4. The algorithm structure has been chosen such that when different key sub-blocks are 

used, the encryption process is identical to the decryption process  

5. The IDEA algorithm consists of eight rounds followed by a final transformation function. 

The algorithm divides the input into four 16-bit subblocks. Each of the rounds takes four 

16-bit subblocks as input and produces four 16-bit output blocks. The final 

transformation also produces four %-bit blocks, which are concatenated to form the 64-

bit ciphertext.  

6. Each of the rounds also makes use of six 16-bit subkeys, whereas the final transformation 

uses four subkeys, for a total of 52 subkeys 
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Q. 46 Explain Rail Fence. 

Ans. The rail fence cipher (also called a zigzag cipher) is a form of transposition cipher. It 

derives its name from the way in which it is encoded. 

Encryption: 

In a transposition cipher, the order of the alphabets is re-arranged to obtain the cipher-text. 

 In the rail fence cipher, the plain-text is written downwards and diagonally on successive 

rails of an imaginary fence. 

 When we reach the bottom rail, we traverse upwards moving diagonally, after reaching the 

top rail, the direction is changed again. Thus the alphabets of the message are written in a 

zig-zag manner. 

 After each alphabet has been written, the individual rows are are combined to obtain the 

cipher-text. 

 

Example: 

Plaintext : "defend the east wall", with a key of 3, we get the encryption process shown below.  

D    N    E    T    L   

 E  E  D  H  E  S  W  L  X  

  F    T    A    A    X 

 

The ciphertext is read off row by row to get "DNETLEEDHESWLXFTAAX". 

Decryption: 
The number of columns in rail fence cipher remains equal to the length of plain-text message. 

And the key corresponds to the number of rails. 

 Hence, rail matrix can be constructed accordingly. Once we’ve got the matrix we can 

figure-out the spots where texts should be placed (using the same way of moving 

diagonally up and down alternatively ). 

 Then, we fill the cipher-text row wise. After filling it, we traverse the matrix in zig-zag 

manner to obtain the original text. 

Example:  

Cipher text : "DNETLEEDHESWLXFTAAX". 

D    N    E    T    L   

 E  E  D  H  E  S  W  L  X  
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  F    T    A    A    X 

 

The plain text is read off row by row to get “DEFEND THE EAST WALLXX” 

Q.47 Convert given text “UTTAR PRADESH” into cipher to using rail fence technique. 

Ans. Let the key be 2, encryption process will be. 

U  T  R  R  D  S  

 T  A  P  A  E  H 

 

Cipher Text will be: “UTRRDSTAPAEH” 

 

 


